
Direction:
Directions: Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 1

This is not for the first time (1)/that strikes by government employees (2)/are being made (3)/explicit illegal by the

government (4).

Options :

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error

Answer : 4

Direction:
Directions: Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 2

The argument about older plants (1)/finding it uneconomical to install pollution control equipment (2)/to meet

environmental norms is a stronger one, (3)/as all coal plants should indeed reduce emissions (4).

Options :

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error

Answer : No error
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Direction:
Directions: Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 3

Around 53% of respondents said that, in the last 12 months, (1)/e-com sites and online shopping apps were (2)/their

most preferred mode of shopping for products (3)/and essentials for themselves and our families (4).

Options :

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error

Answer : 4

Direction:
Directions: Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 4

The Karnataka government has argued (1)/that the proposed reservoir will regulate (2)/the flow to Tamil Nadu on a

monthly basis, (3)/as stipulate by the Tribunal and the Supreme Court (4).

Options :

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error

Answer : 4
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Direction:
Directions: Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the error as your answer. If there is no error, mark ‘No error’ as your
answer (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).

Question No. 5

Ever since the outbreak of (1)/the COVID-19 pandemic, Indian students (2)/already studying overseas as well as

those seeking (3)/to go abroad has faced several challenges (4).

Options :

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. No error

Answer : 4

Direction:
Seven statements are given below, which are jumbled in any random order. Only the seventh (last) statement (g),
which has been emboldened, is in its correct place. These statements will form a coherent and meaningful
paragraph, when arranged in the correct sequence. Arrange the sentences in the right order and answer the
questions that follow.

(a) Called Goguryeo, the restaurant is run by Cho Min Yun, a Korean national who has lived in Hyderabad for more

than a decade.

(b) But as word spread along with the cultural hallyu , order numbers for her Korean food increased on weekends.

(c) The menu of 11 pages has signature dishes shown in K-dramas.

(d) Hyderabad finally has a restaurant dedicated to authentic Korean cuisine.

(e) She used to cater Korean food on request to friends and acquaintances.

(f) So she decided to start a restaurant.

(g) They include Korean fried chicken, potato pancake, chicken katsu platter, kimbap, japchae bap, fried
dumplings, ramyun, jjajangmyeon and a barbecque section.
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Question No. 6

Which of the following is the third sentence of the passage?

Options :

1. f

2. c

3. e

4. a

5. b

Answer : e

Direction:
Seven statements are given below, which are jumbled in any random order. Only the seventh (last) statement (g),
which has been emboldened, is in its correct place. These statements will form a coherent and meaningful
paragraph, when arranged in the correct sequence. Arrange the sentences in the right order and answer the
questions that follow.

(a) Called Goguryeo, the restaurant is run by Cho Min Yun, a Korean national who has lived in Hyderabad for more

than a decade.

(b) But as word spread along with the cultural hallyu , order numbers for her Korean food increased on weekends.

(c) The menu of 11 pages has signature dishes shown in K-dramas.

(d) Hyderabad finally has a restaurant dedicated to authentic Korean cuisine.

(e) She used to cater Korean food on request to friends and acquaintances.

(f) So she decided to start a restaurant.

(g) They include Korean fried chicken, potato pancake, chicken katsu platter, kimbap, japchae bap, fried
dumplings, ramyun, jjajangmyeon and a barbecque section.

Question No. 7

Which of the following is the fifth sentence of the passage?

Options :
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1. c

2. f

3. b

4. e

5. a

Answer : f

Direction:
Seven statements are given below, which are jumbled in any random order. Only the seventh (last) statement (g),
which has been emboldened, is in its correct place. These statements will form a coherent and meaningful
paragraph, when arranged in the correct sequence. Arrange the sentences in the right order and answer the
questions that follow.

(a) Called Goguryeo, the restaurant is run by Cho Min Yun, a Korean national who has lived in Hyderabad for more

than a decade.

(b) But as word spread along with the cultural hallyu , order numbers for her Korean food increased on weekends.

(c) The menu of 11 pages has signature dishes shown in K-dramas.

(d) Hyderabad finally has a restaurant dedicated to authentic Korean cuisine.

(e) She used to cater Korean food on request to friends and acquaintances.

(f) So she decided to start a restaurant.

(g) They include Korean fried chicken, potato pancake, chicken katsu platter, kimbap, japchae bap, fried
dumplings, ramyun, jjajangmyeon and a barbecque section.

Question No. 8

Which of the following is the fourth sentence of the passage?

Options :

1. f

2. c

3. e

4. a
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5. b

Answer : b

Direction:
Seven statements are given below, which are jumbled in any random order. Only the seventh (last) statement (g),
which has been emboldened, is in its correct place. These statements will form a coherent and meaningful
paragraph, when arranged in the correct sequence. Arrange the sentences in the right order and answer the
questions that follow.

(a) Called Goguryeo, the restaurant is run by Cho Min Yun, a Korean national who has lived in Hyderabad for more

than a decade.

(b) But as word spread along with the cultural hallyu , order numbers for her Korean food increased on weekends.

(c) The menu of 11 pages has signature dishes shown in K-dramas.

(d) Hyderabad finally has a restaurant dedicated to authentic Korean cuisine.

(e) She used to cater Korean food on request to friends and acquaintances.

(f) So she decided to start a restaurant.

(g) They include Korean fried chicken, potato pancake, chicken katsu platter, kimbap, japchae bap, fried
dumplings, ramyun, jjajangmyeon and a barbecque section.

Question No. 9

Which of the following is the first sentence of the passage?

Options :

1. d

2. e

3. c

4. a

5. b

Answer : d

Direction:
Seven statements are given below, which are jumbled in any random order. Only the seventh (last) statement (g),
which has been emboldened, is in its correct place. These statements will form a coherent and meaningful
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paragraph, when arranged in the correct sequence. Arrange the sentences in the right order and answer the
questions that follow.

(a) Called Goguryeo, the restaurant is run by Cho Min Yun, a Korean national who has lived in Hyderabad for more

than a decade.

(b) But as word spread along with the cultural hallyu , order numbers for her Korean food increased on weekends.

(c) The menu of 11 pages has signature dishes shown in K-dramas.

(d) Hyderabad finally has a restaurant dedicated to authentic Korean cuisine.

(e) She used to cater Korean food on request to friends and acquaintances.

(f) So she decided to start a restaurant.

(g) They include Korean fried chicken, potato pancake, chicken katsu platter, kimbap, japchae bap, fried
dumplings, ramyun, jjajangmyeon and a barbecque section.

Question No. 10

Which of the following is the sixth sentence of the passage?

Options :

1. f

2. c

3. e

4. a

5. b

Answer : c

Question No. 11

Fill in the blank with an appropriate idiom.

The new employee was __________, but he quickly learned the ropes.

Options :

1. living in harmony
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2. head over heels

3. a natural

4. a quick learner

5. wet behind the ears

Answer : wet behind the ears

Question No. 12

Fill in the blank with an appropriate idiom.

The couple was __________, but they eventually got their act together.

Options :

1. elephant in the room

2. rising to the occasion

3. living in harmony

4. going steady

5. at odds

Answer : at odds

Question No. 13

In each of the questions below, a sentence is given with four words highlighted in bold in the sentence. Among these
bold words, one may be wrongly spelled. The option with the incorrect spelling of that word is the answer. If all
four words are correctly spelled mark 5. i.e. 'All are correct' as the answer.

The occurance of severe storms is becoming more frequent due to climatic changes, posing a serious threat to

coastal regions.

Options :

1. Occurance

2. Climatic

3. Threat

4. Coastal

5. All are correct
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Answer : Occurance

Question No. 14

In each of the questions below, a sentence is given with four words highlighted in bold in the sentence. Among these
bold words, one may be wrongly spelled. The option with the incorrect spelling of that word is the answer. If all
four words are correctly spelled mark 5. i.e. 'All are correct' as the answer.

Her extravagent lifestyle led to a rapid depletion in her bank account, resulting in a state of constant financial

insecurity.

Options :

1. Extravagant

2. Depletion

3. Resulting

4. Insecurity

5. All are correct

Answer : Extravagant

Question No. 15

In each of the questions below, a sentence is given with four words highlighted in bold in the sentence. Among these
bold words, one may be wrongly spelled. The option with the incorrect spelling of that word is the answer. If all
four words are correctly spelled mark 5. i.e. 'All are correct' as the answer.

His tanacious efforts and unwavering dedication led him to achieve remarkable success in his chosen field.

Options :

1. Tanacious

2. Efforts

3. Unwavering

4. Remarkable

5. All are correct

Answer : Tanacious

Question No. 16
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In each of the questions below, a sentence is given with four words highlighted in bold in the sentence. Among these
bold words, one may be wrongly spelled. The option with the incorrect spelling of that word is the answer. If all
four words are correctly spelled mark 5. i.e. 'All are correct' as the answer.

The discovery of ancient artifacts provided valuable insites into the historical development of the region

Options :

1. Discovery

2. Ancient

3. Insites

4. Historical

5. All are correct

Answer : Insites

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,
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offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ (8) books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 17

Choose the sentence/s that is/are true as per the passage.

I. The passage portrays the fantasy genre as an intricate fabric of imagination, revealing magical realms and

wonders.

II. As per the passage, J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series is depicted as a timeless favorite that surpasses age

boundaries.

III. The passage does not state that Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," explores the tumultuous history of

Nigeria.

Options :

1. only I and II

2. only II

3. only III

4. only I and III

5. All are true

Answer : All are true

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the
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suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ (8) books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 18

What is the antonym of "embark"?

Options :

1. Commence

2. Depart

3. Launch

4. Begin
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5. Abandon

Answer : Abandon

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 19
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Fill in the blank provided in the passage.

Options :

1. within

2. to

3. through

4. over

5. by

Answer : through

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.
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In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 20

what is the tone of the passage?

Options :

1. Sarcastic

2. Analytic

3. Reflective

4. Pessimistic

5. Assertive

Answer : Reflective

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki
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Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 21

In the literary world, what is the primary function of timeless classics, as suggested by the passage?

Options :

1. Serving as sources of entertainment.

2. Providing diverse perspectives on human experiences.

3. Focusing on contemporary issues.

4. Becoming irrelevant in the digital age.

5. Being confined to specific genres.

Answer : Providing diverse perspectives on human experiences.

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not
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only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 22

What are the common themes likely found in both the "Harry Potter" series and "The Lord of the Rings" in the

fantasy genre?

Options :

1. Portrayals of everyday life that are realistic.

2. Exploration of the human psyche.

3. Themes centered around courage and friendship.

4. Narratives based on historical events.

5. Elements resembling non-fiction.

Answer : Themes centered around courage and friendship.
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Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 23

According to the passage, what does contemporary literature primarily focus on?
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Options :

1. Magical and fantastical elements.

2. Exploring timeless classics.

3. Reflecting diverse human experiences.

4. Exclusively concentrating on non-fiction.

5. Returning to traditional storytelling.

Answer : Reflecting diverse human experiences.

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki

Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.
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In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 24

What sets Haruki Murakami's novels apart from other contemporary works, according to the passage?

Options :

1. Surreal and introspective elements.

2. A focus on historical events.

3. An emphasis on traditional storytelling.

4. A preference for short stories.

5. Exploration of political themes.

Answer : Surreal and introspective elements.

Direction:
Read the following passage and answer the following questions accordingly.

In the enchanting realm of literature, books serve as gateways to alternate universes, transporting readers to

worlds both fantastical and grounded in reality. A well-curated reading list can be a beacon, guiding avid readers

through diverse genres and captivating narratives. The pursuit of the perfect book is a perpetual journey, and the

suggestions below offer a glimpse into the vast expanse of literary treasures. One cannot overlook the timeless

classics that have shaped the literary landscape for generations. From the eloquent prose of Jane Austen's "Pride

and Prejudice" to the profound existential musings found in Albert Camus' "The Stranger," these classics provide not

only entertainment but also profound insights into the human condition. For those seeking an escape into realms of

magic and wonder, the fantasy genre unfolds like a tapestry of imagination. J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" series

remains a perennial favorite, weaving a narrative that transcends age boundaries. Meanwhile, J.R.R. Tolkien's epic

"The Lord of the Rings" invites readers into the richly detailed world of Middle-earth, where heroes embark on

quests that resonate with themes of courage and friendship.

Contemporary literature offers a plethora of voices and perspectives, reflecting the diversity of human experiences.

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie's "Half of a Yellow Sun" explores the tumultuous history of Nigeria, while Haruki
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Murakami's surreal and introspective novels, such as "Kafka on the Shore," delve into the intricacies of the human

psyche. Non-fiction enthusiasts can find solace in thought-provoking works that challenge preconceptions and

broaden intellectual horizons. Michelle Obama's memoir, "Becoming," invites readers into the intimate corridors of

power and resilience, while Yuval Noah Harari's "Sapiens" takes a sweeping look at the history of humankind,

offering insights that linger long after the final page. In the digital age, the allure of e-books and audiobooks

complements the traditional charm of printed pages. Online platforms and book communities provide avenues for

literary exploration and discussion, fostering a global dialogue among book lovers.

In the ever-evolving tapestry of literature, the joy lies not only in the stories themselves but also in the shared

experience of discovering new worlds, empathizing with characters, and gaining a deeper understanding of the

human spirit. The journey _______ books is a lifelong adventure, and the possibilities are as boundless as the

realms waiting to be explored within the pages of a well-chosen book.

Question No. 25

What is a synonym for the term "introspective"?

Options :

1. Extroverted

2. Reflective

3. Outgoing

4. Gregarious

5. Sociable

Answer : Reflective

Direction:
Read the passage carefully, paying attention to the context and meaning of each sentence. There are blanks in the
passage where words have been omitted. Choose the most appropriate word for each blank from the options
provided.

The Italian peninsula is _______ (26) with diverse culinary cultures that produce different Italian dishes. For

instance, Sicily ________ (27) seafood dishes while Tuscany is best known for its simple yet rustic specials.

Other nationalities from different countries have also ________ (28) the Italian food tradition and have even

become a staple food on their tables. For example, Americans are very much in love with pizza and pasta which is a

popular Italian dish.
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_________ (29), Italian food culture uses distinct ingredients for all of their dishes such as tomato, eggplant, pasta,

cured meats, and cheese. You must not forget about the sweet Italian desserts that will surely ______ (30) your

meal with a bang.

Question No. 26

Fill in the blank 26

Options :

1. consumed

2. packed

3. distributed

4. enhanced

5. compact

Answer : packed

Direction:
Read the passage carefully, paying attention to the context and meaning of each sentence. There are blanks in the
passage where words have been omitted. Choose the most appropriate word for each blank from the options
provided.

The Italian peninsula is _______ (26) with diverse culinary cultures that produce different Italian dishes. For

instance, Sicily ________ (27) seafood dishes while Tuscany is best known for its simple yet rustic specials.

Other nationalities from different countries have also ________ (28) the Italian food tradition and have even

become a staple food on their tables. For example, Americans are very much in love with pizza and pasta which is a

popular Italian dish.

_________ (29), Italian food culture uses distinct ingredients for all of their dishes such as tomato, eggplant, pasta,

cured meats, and cheese. You must not forget about the sweet Italian desserts that will surely ______ (30) your

meal with a bang.

Question No. 27

Fill in the blank 27
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Options :

1. produces

2. production

3. converts

4. converted

5. produce

Answer : produces

Direction:
Read the passage carefully, paying attention to the context and meaning of each sentence. There are blanks in the
passage where words have been omitted. Choose the most appropriate word for each blank from the options
provided.

The Italian peninsula is _______ (26) with diverse culinary cultures that produce different Italian dishes. For

instance, Sicily ________ (27) seafood dishes while Tuscany is best known for its simple yet rustic specials.

Other nationalities from different countries have also ________ (28) the Italian food tradition and have even

become a staple food on their tables. For example, Americans are very much in love with pizza and pasta which is a

popular Italian dish.

_________ (29), Italian food culture uses distinct ingredients for all of their dishes such as tomato, eggplant, pasta,

cured meats, and cheese. You must not forget about the sweet Italian desserts that will surely ______ (30) your

meal with a bang.

Question No. 28

Fill in the blank 28

Options :

1. discarded

2. disregarded

3. adapted

4. adopted

5. remained

Answer : adopted
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Direction:
Read the passage carefully, paying attention to the context and meaning of each sentence. There are blanks in the
passage where words have been omitted. Choose the most appropriate word for each blank from the options
provided.

The Italian peninsula is _______ (26) with diverse culinary cultures that produce different Italian dishes. For

instance, Sicily ________ (27) seafood dishes while Tuscany is best known for its simple yet rustic specials.

Other nationalities from different countries have also ________ (28) the Italian food tradition and have even

become a staple food on their tables. For example, Americans are very much in love with pizza and pasta which is a

popular Italian dish.

_________ (29), Italian food culture uses distinct ingredients for all of their dishes such as tomato, eggplant, pasta,

cured meats, and cheese. You must not forget about the sweet Italian desserts that will surely ______ (30) your

meal with a bang.

Question No. 29

Fill in the blank 29

Options :

1. Consequently

2. Additionally

3. However

4. Rather

5. Nevertheless

Answer : Additionally

Direction:
Read the passage carefully, paying attention to the context and meaning of each sentence. There are blanks in the
passage where words have been omitted. Choose the most appropriate word for each blank from the options
provided.

The Italian peninsula is _______ (26) with diverse culinary cultures that produce different Italian dishes. For

instance, Sicily ________ (27) seafood dishes while Tuscany is best known for its simple yet rustic specials.
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Other nationalities from different countries have also ________ (28) the Italian food tradition and have even

become a staple food on their tables. For example, Americans are very much in love with pizza and pasta which is a

popular Italian dish.

_________ (29), Italian food culture uses distinct ingredients for all of their dishes such as tomato, eggplant, pasta,

cured meats, and cheese. You must not forget about the sweet Italian desserts that will surely ______ (30) your

meal with a bang.

Question No. 30

Fill in the blank 30

Options :

1. conclude

2. consume

3. generate

4. evaluate

5. formulate

Answer : conclude

Direction:
Study the following Table carefully to answer the questions given below

Amount invested (in Rs hundred) by Indumati and Chutki in 3 different schemes - LIC,NPS and PF
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Question No. 31

By what percentage is the total investment of Chutki in LIC, NPS, and PF schemes, together, less than that made by

Indumati in the same schemes, approximately?

Options :

1. 25%

2. 20%

3. 60%

4. 18%

5. none of these

Answer : 20%

Direction:
Study the following Table carefully to answer the questions given below

Amount invested (in Rs hundred) by Indumati and Chutki in 3 different schemes - LIC,NPS and PF

Question No. 32

What is the respective ratio between the total investment of Chutki in NPS and PF schemes together and that of

Indumati in LIC and NPS schemes together?

Options :

1. 23:25
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2. 23:35

3. 23:24

4. 21:34

5. none of these

Answer : 23:24

Direction:
Study the following Table carefully to answer the questions given below

Amount invested (in Rs hundred) by Indumati and Chutki in 3 different schemes - LIC,NPS and PF

Question No. 33

The investment made by Indumati in the PF scheme, compared to the LIC scheme, is more by what percentage?

(Calculate the approximate value.)

Options :

1. 7%

2. 55%

3. 95%

4. 25%

5. none of these

Answer : 7%

Direction:
Study the following Table carefully to answer the questions given below
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Amount invested (in Rs hundred) by Indumati and Chutki in 3 different schemes - LIC,NPS and PF

Question No. 34

What was the total investment of Chutki in the considered schemes?

Options :

1. Rs.1400

2. Rs.1300

3. Rs.1500

4. Rs.1600

5. none of these

Answer : Rs.1600

Direction:
Study the following Table carefully to answer the questions given below

Amount invested (in Rs hundred) by Indumati and Chutki in 3 different schemes - LIC,NPS and PF
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Question No. 35

By what % approximately is the amount invested by Indumati in scheme LIC and NPS together more than that

invested by Chutki in the schemes LIC and PF together? 

Options :

1. 25%

2. 20%

3. 45%

4. 15%

5. none of these

Answer : 20%

Direction:
Find the Wrong Number in the given number series ?

Question No. 36

31, 39, 49, 73, 121, 217

Options :

1. 49

2. 121

3. 39
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4. 31

5. 217

Answer : 39

Direction:
Find the wrong number in the given number series.

Question No. 37

10, 35, 135, 360, 760, 1136, 2285. 

Options :

1. 35

2. 135

3. 760

4. 1136

5. 2285

Answer : 1136

Direction:
Find the wrong term in the following number series.       

Question No. 38

413       291        211        162       137       128

Options :

1. 162

2. 211

3. 291

4. 413

5. 128

Answer : 291

Direction:
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Find out the wrong number in the following series.

Question No. 39

234, 240, 255, 290, 376, 510

Options :

1. 510

2. 376

3. 240

4. 234

5. 255

Answer : 376

Direction:
In each of the following questions, one term in the number series is wrong. Find out the wrong term.

Question No. 40

12, 36, 41, 121, 128, 384

Options :

1. 41

2. 121

3. 384

4. 128

5. none of these

Answer : 121

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 41
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96 × 5 + 230 – ? = 120 × 1.5

Options :

1. 200

2. 530

3. 630

4. 554

5. none of these

Answer : 530

Direction:
What value will come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?

Question No. 42

[{(151 + 329) ÷ 3} ÷ 4] + 24 = ?

Options :

1. 65

2. 64

3. 45

4. 25

5. none of these

Answer : 64

Direction:
What value will come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?

Question No. 43

(6 × 12 × 48)/216 = ?2

Options :

1. 6
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2. 4

3. 12

4. 25

5. none of these

Answer : 4

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression? 

Question No. 44

? = 15% of 60% of 75% of 6000

Options :

1. 400

2. 405

3. 150

4. 165

5. none of these

Answer : 405

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression? 

Question No. 45

?2 = 8765 – 7685 + 63 × 15

Options :

1. 25

2. 40

3. 45

4. 35

5. none of these
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Answer : 45

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 46

24% of 500 + 12% of 250 = ? + 60 

Options :

1. 65

2. 50

3. 90

4. 120

5. none of these

Answer : 90

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression? 

Question No. 47

258 + ? – 15 × 18 = 21 × 25

Options :

1. 652

2. 525

3. 500

4. 537

5. none of these

Answer : 537

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression? 
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Question No. 48

63% of 210 + 47% of 310 – 30% of 175 = ?

Options :

1. 245

2. 215

3. 225.5

4. 125.25

5. none of these

Answer : 225.5

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression? 

Question No. 49

? of (3/7) – 42% of 250 = 315

Options :

1. 980

2. 950

3. 945

4. 900

5. none of these

Answer : 980

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 50

(20 + 12) ÷ 4 ×12 – ? = 24
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Options :

1. 95

2. 72

3. 85

4. 65

5. none of these

Answer : 72

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression

Question No. 51

50% of 224 - 18% of 450 + 15 of 12 ÷ 12 of ? = 640 ÷ 20 + 450 ÷ 225

Options :

1. 10

2. 12

3. 5

4. 8

5. none of these

Answer : 5

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 52

6412 ÷ 415 = 64 ?

Options :

1. 10

2. 12
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3. 4

4. 7

5. none of these

Answer : 7

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 53

40% of {(5/8) of 128 + (2/9) of 360} = ?

Options :

1. 35

2. 37

3. 55

4. 64

5. none of these

Answer : 64

Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 54

(282 – 40% of 300) ÷ 4 = ?

Options :

1. 350

2. 166

3. 550

4. 640

5. none of these

Answer : 166
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Direction:
What will come in the place of question mark (?) in the given expression?

Question No. 55

45% of 1600 + (4/5) × 350 = ?

Options :

1. 3500

2. 1660

3. 2500

4. 1000

5. none of these

Answer : 1000

Question No. 56

In a 180-liter mixture, there is a ratio of 11:7 between Milk and Glucose. How much additional Glucose should be

added to the mixture so that the quantity of glucose becomes 50% of the resultant mixture?

Options :

1. 40 liters

2. 30 liters

3. 45 liters

4. 56 liters

5. none of these

Answer : 40 liters

Question No. 57

'R' invested Rs. 24,000 in SIP 'A' with a compound interest rate of 20% per annum compounded annually, and Rs.

18,600 in SIP 'B' with a simple interest rate of 30% per annum. Determine the total interest earned by 'R' after 3 years
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from both SIPs combined.

Options :

1. Rs.24200

2. Rs.34212

3. Rs.44232

4. Rs.34225

5. none of these

Answer : Rs.34212

Question No. 58

'R' can independently complete a task in 36 days, whereas 'S' can accomplish 40% of the same work within 16 days.

'S' starts the task solo and withdraws after 10 days. Subsequently, the remaining work is undertaken collaboratively

by 'R' and 'M,' culminating in its completion in 12 days. Calculate the duration required for 'S' and 'M' to jointly

execute the same task.

Options :

1. 120/43 days

2. 920/43 days

3. 520/43 days

4. 720/43 days

5. none of these

Answer : 720/43 days

Question No. 59

In a company interview test, 65% of the students passed in the first round, and 55% passed in the technical round,

while 15% of students failed in both tests. If 280 students passed in both tests, then find the total number of

students who appeared in the interview.

Options :
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1. 560

2. 800

3. 750

4. 652

5. none of these

Answer : 800

Question No. 60

A shopkeeper acquires 24 pens at Rs. 900 each and 12 geometry boxes at Rs. 300 each. Later, he sells 2 pens to each

of the 12 students, presenting them with a free geometry box. To secure a 12% profit on the overall transaction,

determine the percentage above the cost price at which he should sell the pens.

Options :

1. 50.67%

2. 30.67%

3. 45%

4. 59.56%

5. none of these

Answer : 30.67%

Question No. 61

The combined average age of M, F, and S was 54 years when S got married. After 6 years, an infant was born. The

average age of the family, 12 years post-marriage, is now 48 years. Calculate the age of the bride at the time of the

marriage.

Options :

1. 45 yrs

2. 24 yrs

3. 20 yrs

4. 15 yrs
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5. none of these

Answer : 24 yrs

Question No. 62

In a wallet, the proportion of one-rupee coins to two-rupee coins is 5:6. Within one section of the wallet, the ratio

of one-rupee to two-rupee coins is 3:4. Determine the ratio of one-rupee to two-rupee coins in the other half of the

wallet.

Options :

1. 37 : 45

2. 37 : 40

3. 33 : 47

4. 87:52

5. none of these

Answer : 37 : 40

Question No. 63

The average salary of A, B and C is Rs. 22000 while average salary of B, C and D is Rs. 25000. If the average salary of

D be 2 times of that of A, then the average salary of B and C is:     

Options :

1. 21000

2. 28500

3. 27500

4. 29500

5. none of these

Answer : 28500

Question No. 64
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The speed of a Vande Bharat train is 72 km/h, and it takes 16 seconds to cross a tree. Determine the time taken by

the train to cross a platform when the ratio of the length of the platform to the length of the train is 11:8.

Options :

1. 32 sec

2. 28 sec

3. 38 sec

4. 25 sec

5. none of these

Answer : 38 sec

Question No. 65

The speed of the boat in still water is 10 km/h and the speed of the stream is 5 km/h. A boat goes 75 km

downstream with its usual speed but at the time of returning the speed of the boat in still water is tripled. Find the

total time taken by boat to cover the whole distance.

Options :

1. 8 hours

2. 9 hours

3. 4 hours

4. 5 hours

5. none of these

Answer : 8 hours

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven persons, namely Vipin, Sumit, Chaman, Rahul, Bipin, Kamal and Ganesh. All of them go to park in a

week starting from Monday to Sunday but not necessarily in the same order. Only one person goes to park on each

day.

Two persons go to park between Ganesh and Sumit. Rahul does not go to park immediately before or immediately

after the days on which Ganesh goes to park. Kamal does not goes to park one of the days before on which Vipin
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goes to park. Only one person goes to park between Vipin and Ganesh. Only one person goes to park between

Sumit and Bipin. Rahul goes to park immediately before the days on which Chaman goes to park. Three persons go

to park between Kamal and Vipin.

Question No. 66

How many person are sitting above Rahul?

Options :

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. Four

5. Five

Answer : Four

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven persons, namely Vipin, Sumit, Chaman, Rahul, Bipin, Kamal and Ganesh. All of them go to park in a

week starting from Monday to Sunday but not necessarily in the same order. Only one person goes to park on each

day.

Two persons go to park between Ganesh and Sumit. Rahul does not go to park immediately before or immediately

after the days on which Ganesh goes to park. Kamal does not goes to park one of the days before on which Vipin

goes to park. Only one person goes to park between Vipin and Ganesh. Only one person goes to park between

Sumit and Bipin. Rahul goes to park immediately before the days on which Chaman goes to park. Three persons go

to park between Kamal and Vipin.

Question No. 67

Who among the following sits immediate above Sumit? 

Options :
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1. Rahul

2. Sumit

3. Vipin

4. Chaman

5. Kamal

Answer : Vipin

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven persons, namely Vipin, Sumit, Chaman, Rahul, Bipin, Kamal and Ganesh. All of them go to park in a

week starting from Monday to Sunday but not necessarily in the same order. Only one person goes to park on each

day.

Two persons go to park between Ganesh and Sumit. Rahul does not go to park immediately before or immediately

after the days on which Ganesh goes to park. Kamal does not goes to park one of the days before on which Vipin

goes to park. Only one person goes to park between Vipin and Ganesh. Only one person goes to park between

Sumit and Bipin. Rahul goes to park immediately before the days on which Chaman goes to park. Three persons go

to park between Kamal and Vipin.

Question No. 68

Who among the following sits exactly between Sumit and Chaman? 

Options :

1. Rahul

2. Sumit

3. Vipin

4. Chaman

5. Kamal

Answer : Rahul

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:
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There are seven persons, namely Vipin, Sumit, Chaman, Rahul, Bipin, Kamal and Ganesh. All of them go to park in a

week starting from Monday to Sunday but not necessarily in the same order. Only one person goes to park on each

day.

Two persons go to park between Ganesh and Sumit. Rahul does not go to park immediately before or immediately

after the days on which Ganesh goes to park. Kamal does not goes to park one of the days before on which Vipin

goes to park. Only one person goes to park between Vipin and Ganesh. Only one person goes to park between

Sumit and Bipin. Rahul goes to park immediately before the days on which Chaman goes to park. Three persons go

to park between Kamal and Vipin.

Question No. 69

Equal number of person are sitting above Vipin as below ____?  

Options :

1. Rahul

2. Sumit

3. Vipin

4. Chaman

5. Kamal

Answer : Rahul

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the question below:

There are seven persons, namely Vipin, Sumit, Chaman, Rahul, Bipin, Kamal and Ganesh. All of them go to park in a

week starting from Monday to Sunday but not necessarily in the same order. Only one person goes to park on each

day.

Two persons go to park between Ganesh and Sumit. Rahul does not go to park immediately before or immediately

after the days on which Ganesh goes to park. Kamal does not goes to park one of the days before on which Vipin

goes to park. Only one person goes to park between Vipin and Ganesh. Only one person goes to park between

Sumit and Bipin. Rahul goes to park immediately before the days on which Chaman goes to park. Three persons go

to park between Kamal and Vipin.
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Question No. 70

Who among the following goes on Saturday? 

Options :

1. Rahul

2. Sumit

3. Vipin

4. Chaman

5. Kamal

Answer : Chaman

Direction:
Study the following arrangement of symbols and alphabets carefully and answer the questions based in it.

Z D 1 T S F O 3 V A F

Question No. 71

Which of the following is the mid-term of the provided sequence? 

Options :

1. 6

2. 8

3. 7

4. 3

5. 1

Answer : 7

Direction:
Study the following arrangement of symbols and alphabets carefully and answer the questions based in it.

Z D 1 T S F O 3 V A F
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Question No. 72

What is the sum of place value of seventh letter from the left end and the seventh letter from the right end?

Options :

1. 18

2. 9

3. 14

4. 26

5. 7

Answer : 26

Direction:
Study the following arrangement of symbols and alphabets carefully and answer the questions based in it.

Z D 1 T S F O 3 V A F

Question No. 73

How many letters have a number and a symbol either succeeding or preceding a letter? 

Options :

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. Four

5. More than Four

Answer : More than Four

Direction:
Study the following arrangement of symbols and alphabets carefully and answer the questions based in it.

Z D 1 T S F O 3 V A F
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Question No. 74

How many numbers are between fifth symbol from the left end and the third vowel from the right end? 

Options :

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. Four

5. Five

Answer : One

Direction:
Study the following arrangement of symbols and alphabets carefully and answer the questions based in it.

Z D 1 T S F O 3 V A F

Question No. 75

How many even numbers are just preceded by a vowel and just succeeded by a consonant? 

Options :

1. One

2. Two

3. Three

4. Four

5. Five

Answer : Two

Direction:
Answer the following question based on the given information.

Ten persons sit in two parallel rows (Row 1 and Row 2). A, B, C, D, and E, sit in Row 1 and face south direction and T,

U, V, W, and X, sit in Row 2 and face north direction, however not in this particular order. Row 1 is to the north of

Row 2 such that persons in Row 1 face the persons in Row '2'. The distance between two adjacent persons is same
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in both the rows.

Two persons sit between A and D. W sits immediate right of the one, who sits opposite to D. D does not sit at any

of the extreme end seat. One person sits between W and X. T sits adjacent to X. C sits opposite to T. B sits to the

right of E. U sits to the left of V. U does not sit adjacent to V.

Question No. 76

Who among the following sits immediate left of T?

Options :

1. U

2. X

3. W

4. Cannot be determined

5. No one

Answer : U

Direction:
Answer the following question based on the given information.

Ten persons sit in two parallel rows (Row 1 and Row 2). A, B, C, D, and E, sit in Row 1 and face south direction and T,

U, V, W, and X, sit in Row 2 and face north direction, however not in this particular order. Row 1 is to the north of

Row 2 such that persons in Row 1 face the persons in Row '2'. The distance between two adjacent persons is same

in both the rows.

Two persons sit between A and D. W sits immediate right of the one, who sits opposite to D. D does not sit at any

of the extreme end seat. One person sits between W and X. T sits adjacent to X. C sits opposite to T. B sits to the

right of E. U sits to the left of V. U does not sit adjacent to V.

Question No. 77

Who sits opposite to the one, who sits immediate right of D?

Options :
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1. U

2. T

3. X

4. V

5. W

Answer : X

Direction:
Answer the following question based on the given information.

Ten persons sit in two parallel rows (Row 1 and Row 2). A, B, C, D, and E, sit in Row 1 and face south direction and T,

U, V, W, and X, sit in Row 2 and face north direction, however not in this particular order. Row 1 is to the north of

Row 2 such that persons in Row 1 face the persons in Row '2'. The distance between two adjacent persons is same

in both the rows.

Two persons sit between A and D. W sits immediate right of the one, who sits opposite to D. D does not sit at any

of the extreme end seat. One person sits between W and X. T sits adjacent to X. C sits opposite to T. B sits to the

right of E. U sits to the left of V. U does not sit adjacent to V.

Question No. 78

Who among the following sits opposite to one, who sits second to the left of V?

Options :

1. A

2. B

3. D

4. C

5. E

Answer : C

Direction:
Answer the following question based on the given information.
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Ten persons sit in two parallel rows (Row 1 and Row 2). A, B, C, D, and E, sit in Row 1 and face south direction and T,

U, V, W, and X, sit in Row 2 and face north direction, however not in this particular order. Row 1 is to the north of

Row 2 such that persons in Row 1 face the persons in Row '2'. The distance between two adjacent persons is same

in both the rows.

Two persons sit between A and D. W sits immediate right of the one, who sits opposite to D. D does not sit at any

of the extreme end seat. One person sits between W and X. T sits adjacent to X. C sits opposite to T. B sits to the

right of E. U sits to the left of V. U does not sit adjacent to V.

Question No. 79

How many persons sit to the right of the one, who sits opposite to W?

Options :

1. Four

2. Three

3. Two

4. One

5. None

Answer : Four

Direction:
Answer the following question based on the given information.

Ten persons sit in two parallel rows (Row 1 and Row 2). A, B, C, D, and E, sit in Row 1 and face south direction and T,

U, V, W, and X, sit in Row 2 and face north direction, however not in this particular order. Row 1 is to the north of

Row 2 such that persons in Row 1 face the persons in Row '2'. The distance between two adjacent persons is same

in both the rows.

Two persons sit between A and D. W sits immediate right of the one, who sits opposite to D. D does not sit at any

of the extreme end seat. One person sits between W and X. T sits adjacent to X. C sits opposite to T. B sits to the

right of E. U sits to the left of V. U does not sit adjacent to V.

Question No. 80
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How many sit to the left of B?

Options :

1. None

2. One

3. Two

4. Three

5. Four

Answer : Two

Direction:
In the question below there are three statements followed by two conclusions I and II. You have to take the three
given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts and then decide which
of the given conclusions logically follows from the three statements disregarding commonly known facts.

Question No. 81

Statements:

Only a few bulb is shop.

All marts are shops.

Only shop is parlour.

Conclusions:

I. Some parlours being marts is a possibility.

II. All bulbs can be parlour.

Options :

1. Only conclusion I follows

2. Both the conclusions I and II follow

3. Neither conclusion I nor II follow

4. Only conclusion II follows

5. Either conclusion I or II follows

Answer : Neither conclusion I nor II follow
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Direction:
In the question below there are three statements followed by two conclusions I and II. You have to take the three
given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts and then decide which
of the given conclusions logically follows from the three statements disregarding commonly known facts.

Question No. 82

Statements:

Some professions are designations.

Only a few designation is organisation.

No designation is a recruitment.

Conclusions:

I. Some recruitments are not organisations.

II. All designations can be organisations.

Options :

1. Only conclusion I follows

2. Both the conclusions I and II follow

3. Neither conclusion I nor II follow

4. Only conclusion II follows

5. Either conclusion I or II follows

Answer : Neither conclusion I nor II follow

Direction:
In the question below there are three statements followed by two conclusions I and II. You have to take the three
given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts and then decide which
of the given conclusions logically follows from the three statements disregarding commonly known facts.

Question No. 83

Statements:

Only holder is folder.
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Some holders are accounts.

No account is a nominee.

Conclusions:

I. Some folders being nominees is a possibility.

II. Some holders are not nominees.

Options :

1. Only conclusion I follows

2. Both the conclusions I and II follow

3. Neither conclusion I nor II follow

4. Only conclusion II follows

5. Either conclusion I or II follows

Answer : Only conclusion II follows

Direction:
In the question below there are three statements followed by two conclusions I and II. You have to take the three
given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts and then decide which
of the given conclusions logically follows from the three statements disregarding commonly known facts.

Question No. 84

Statements:

Only a few portfolio is share.

No share is a stock.

All stocks are debentures.

Conclusions:

I. All portfolios being debentures is a possibility.

II. All portfolios can be shares.

Options :
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1. Only conclusion I follows

2. Both the conclusions I and II follow

3. Neither conclusion I nor II follow

4. Only conclusion II follows

5. Either conclusion I or II follows

Answer : Only conclusion I follows

Question No. 85

Read the directions carefully and answer the following question.

How many such pairs of digits are there in the number '5937241', each of which has as many digits between them in

the number both forward and backward direction as they have between them in the number system?

Options :

1. Two

2. One

3. Three

4. More than Three

5. None

Answer : Two

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below-

Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live on a separate floor each of an eight-floor building but not necessarily in

the same order. The ground floor is numbered 1 and so on until the topmost floor is numbered 8.

F lives in an odd numbered floor. Four persons live between E and D who lives one of the floors below the floor on

which F lives but not immediate below. C lives on the floor numbered which is multiple of 2 but not on 6th floor. G

lives on an even numbered floor. More than two persons live between G and D. B lives immediate above the floor

on which H lives. C does not live below F. A lives on an odd numbered floor below E.

Question No. 86
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Who lives on the floor just above G?

Options :

1. F

2. A

3. No one

4. C

5. E

Answer : E

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below-

Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live on a separate floor each of an eight-floor building but not necessarily in

the same order. The ground floor is numbered 1 and so on until the topmost floor is numbered 8.

F lives in an odd numbered floor. Four persons live between E and D who lives one of the floors below the floor on

which F lives but not immediate below. C lives on the floor numbered which is multiple of 2 but not on 6th floor. G

lives on an even numbered floor. More than two persons live between G and D. B lives immediate above the floor

on which H lives. C does not live below F. A lives on an odd numbered floor below E.

Question No. 87

How many persons live between D and G?

Options :

1. None

2. One

3. Five

4. Three

5. Four

Answer : Three

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below-
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Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live on a separate floor each of an eight-floor building but not necessarily in

the same order. The ground floor is numbered 1 and so on until the topmost floor is numbered 8.

F lives in an odd numbered floor. Four persons live between E and D who lives one of the floors below the floor on

which F lives but not immediate below. C lives on the floor numbered which is multiple of 2 but not on 6th floor. G

lives on an even numbered floor. More than two persons live between G and D. B lives immediate above the floor

on which H lives. C does not live below F. A lives on an odd numbered floor below E.

Question No. 88

Which of the following pairs live on the first floor and the topmost floor respectively?

Options :

1. C, B

2. A, C

3. F, G

4. D, A

5. G, C

Answer : A, C

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below-

Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live on a separate floor each of an eight-floor building but not necessarily in

the same order. The ground floor is numbered 1 and so on until the topmost floor is numbered 8.

F lives in an odd numbered floor. Four persons live between E and D who lives one of the floors below the floor on

which F lives but not immediate below. C lives on the floor numbered which is multiple of 2 but not on 6th floor. G

lives on an even numbered floor. More than two persons live between G and D. B lives immediate above the floor

on which H lives. C does not live below F. A lives on an odd numbered floor below E.

Question No. 89

Who among the following lives on the fourth floor?
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Options :

1. B

2. D

3. A

4. E

5. G

Answer : B

Direction:
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below-

Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live on a separate floor each of an eight-floor building but not necessarily in

the same order. The ground floor is numbered 1 and so on until the topmost floor is numbered 8.

F lives in an odd numbered floor. Four persons live between E and D who lives one of the floors below the floor on

which F lives but not immediate below. C lives on the floor numbered which is multiple of 2 but not on 6th floor. G

lives on an even numbered floor. More than two persons live between G and D. B lives immediate above the floor

on which H lives. C does not live below F. A lives on an odd numbered floor below E.

Question No. 90

Which of the following combination is true?

Options :

1. First floor-D

2. Fourth floor-E

3. Third floor-H

4. Sixth floor- C

5. Second floor- A

Answer : Third floor-H

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.
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A is mother of D, who is father of G. B is grandfather of E and husband of A. D, who has only two children, is brother

of C. A has two children both are of same gender. F is the aunt of H, who is sister of G.

Question No. 91

How is F related to D?

Options :

1. Mother

2. Sister

3. Sister-in-law

4. Mother in law

5. Can’t be determined

Answer : Sister-in-law

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.

A is mother of D, who is father of G. B is grandfather of E and husband of A. D, who has only two children, is brother

of C. A has two children both are of same gender. F is the aunt of H, who is sister of G.

Question No. 92

How is C related to E?  

Options :

1. Father

2. Brother

3. Uncle

4. Grandfather

5. Can’t be determined

Answer : Father

Direction:
Answer the questions based on the information given below.
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A is mother of D, who is father of G. B is grandfather of E and husband of A. D, who has only two children, is brother

of C. A has two children both are of same gender. F is the aunt of H, who is sister of G.

Question No. 93

If E and G are of same gender and there are not more than 4 males in the family then how is G related to F?

Options :

1. Sister

2. Son

3. Mother

4. Niece

5. None of the above

Answer : Niece

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.

Six person A, B, C, D, E, and F have different heights. C is not as tall as A but is taller than E. Not more than two

person are taller than F. D is taller than F but is not the tallest. B is not shorter than D.

Question No. 94

Who among the following is the second shortest? 

Options :

1. E

2. C

3. D

4. B

5. A

Answer : C

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.
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Six person A, B, C, D, E, and F have different heights. C is not as tall as A but is taller than E. Not more than two

person are taller than F. D is taller than F but is not the tallest. B is not shorter than D.

Question No. 95

Who among the following is the second tallest? 

Options :

1. E

2. C

3. D

4. B

5. A

Answer : D

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.

In a certain code language,

‘Morning Brief Happy Value’ is coded as ‘TY KL KC ZX’

‘Clean Happy Break Cool’ is coded as ‘LP TY QU ZY’

‘Break That Happy Cool’ is coded as ‘QU LP TY AZ’

‘Hang Quality Cool Value’ is coded as ‘NH NA ZX LP’

Question No. 96

What is the code for ‘Value’? 

Options :

1. ZX

2. LP

3. QU
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4. NA

5. KC

Answer : ZX

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.

In a certain code language,

‘Morning Brief Happy Value’ is coded as ‘TY KL KC ZX’

‘Clean Happy Break Cool’ is coded as ‘LP TY QU ZY’

‘Break That Happy Cool’ is coded as ‘QU LP TY AZ’

‘Hang Quality Cool Value’ is coded as ‘NH NA ZX LP’

Question No. 97

What is the code for ‘Break’? 

Options :

1. ZX

2. LP

3. QU

4. NA

5. KC

Answer : QU

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.

In a certain code language,

‘Morning Brief Happy Value’ is coded as ‘TY KL KC ZX’

‘Clean Happy Break Cool’ is coded as ‘LP TY QU ZY’
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‘Break That Happy Cool’ is coded as ‘QU LP TY AZ’

‘Hang Quality Cool Value’ is coded as ‘NH NA ZX LP’

Question No. 98

If ‘Morning’ is coded as ‘KL’, then what will be the code for ‘Brief’?

Options :

1. ZX

2. LP

3. QU

4. NA

5. KC

Answer : KC

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.

In a certain code language,

‘Morning Brief Happy Value’ is coded as ‘TY KL KC ZX’

‘Clean Happy Break Cool’ is coded as ‘LP TY QU ZY’

‘Break That Happy Cool’ is coded as ‘QU LP TY AZ’

‘Hang Quality Cool Value’ is coded as ‘NH NA ZX LP’

Question No. 99

Which of the following is a possible code for ‘Cool Value’?

Options :

1. KL KC

2. LP KC
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3. ZX KL

4. LP ZX

5. KC ZX

Answer : LP ZX

Direction:
Read the directions carefully and answer the following questions.

In a certain code language,

‘Morning Brief Happy Value’ is coded as ‘TY KL KC ZX’

‘Clean Happy Break Cool’ is coded as ‘LP TY QU ZY’

‘Break That Happy Cool’ is coded as ‘QU LP TY AZ’

‘Hang Quality Cool Value’ is coded as ‘NH NA ZX LP’

Question No. 100

What is the code for ‘Hang Quality’ in the given code language? 

Options :

1. KL KC

2. LP KC

3. ZX KL

4. NH NA

5. KC ZX

Answer : NH NA
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